
 

Higher secondary Half yearly Examination2014-15 

Language part II English Paper I 

Scoring key (XII Std.) 

Maximum Marks 100 

Section A Vocabulary (Lexical Competencies) 

IA choose the most appropriate of the four given contexts which equates with that of the underlined 

lexical item in each of the following sentences                                                                                 5X1=5 

1.c)It is so disgusting to find him not patriotic. 

2.a)She expected the relevant answers from the students 

3.d)He is so strong that he can lift a boulder. 

4. a) The volunteers spent their time and energy saving the Tsunami victims. OR 

c) The actor dedicated his award to the people of his village. 

5) d) The bonus came unannounced. 

B Choose the most accurate on of the four given words opposite to the underlined word     5X1= 5 

6)d) ecstasy  

7) b) initially 

8) b)coward 

9) a) submissive 

10) c) blessed 

C. Answer any TEN of the following:                                                                                                10X2=20 

11. Plural form: syllabi or alumni –(1) 

The plural form should be used in a meaningful sentence-   (1) 

12. Idiom :honour bound= required to do something as a moral duty but not by law.(2)  

The idiom should be used in a meaningful sentence. 

13.Abbreviation- WHO-World Health Organisation(1) Expansion. meaningful sentence-   (1) 
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14) Homophohes: dessert.desert(2) 

15) Blending words: Breakfast+Lunch =brunch(1). meaningful sentence-   (1) 

16)Syllabification(Any two words) -2  

En-ter-tain , do-mes-tic. Con-fi-dence, mag-ni-fi-cent 

17) Parts of speechwish – used as a noun in a sentence(1). Wish – used as a verb in a sentence (1) 

18) American English:   Biscuit – cookie (1)meaningful sentence-   (1) 

19) Compound word: duty freeAny sentence using the compound word correctly (2) 

20)Prefix:  in… or suffix …able. Writing  the derivative(1) Using the derivative  in the correct sentence (1) 

21) Compound words in correct form :a) Noun+Gerund b)Preposition+Noun (2) 

22) Phrasal verb: Call on=visit  call off=cancel    meaningful sentence(2) 

23) Clipped words: For writing only the clipped words 

Laboratory –lab ½  demonstration –demo½ For using the clipped words in two difference sentence(½+½) 

IIA section B GRAMMATICAL COMPETECIES                                                                   10X1=10 

Fill in the blanks of the following sentences 

24) should or must 

25) boils 

26) ought to 

27) had come 

28) which or that 

29) personal 

30) SVIODOA  - Any relevant sentence 

31) inspite of/ despite 

32) though/although/Eventhough 

33) who 
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B Transform the following sentences as instructed                        5X2=10 

34) Woman asked man if he could direct her to the SBI. Man directed woman to turn left and go straight 

add that that was right behind the theatre. Woman thanked him. 

35) Were an angel  to tell me such thing of her, I would not believe it. 

36) He is too weak to walk. 

37) Though/Although/Eventhough he ran to the station , he missed the train. 

38) There was heavy rain and so/so the match was delayed. 

Section C (Reading Competencies) 

A)  Identify each of the following sentences with the field in the list given below by understanding the 

word or words serving as a clue                                                                                          5X1=5 

39) Medicine 

40) Politics 

41)Information Technology 

42) Sports 

43) Cooking 

B) Read the following passage and answer in your own words the question given below.  Relevant 

answers in own words can be given full marks.                                                                  5X2=10 

44) The chinese regard the turtle as a supernatural creature blessed with magical qualities and long life. 

45) The importance of the turtle to the fishermen is both a protector and a symbol of survival. 

46) The fishermen were excited to find  agiant turtle in the south china sea one April morning. 

47) The experts analyzed the calcium content of his shell and discovered that the turtle was about 260 

years old. 

48) The other kind of fishes found in the net arefish prawns and spuid. 

IV A Section D ( writing competencies –Prose) 

49-51 Answer any one of the following questions in a paragraph of about 100 words.1X5=5 

 Content- (60%) Language, style and organization(40%) 

 Exceptionally good paragraph(5) 

 Correct answer with all points with no mistakes.(4) 
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 Correct answer with a few mistakes.(3) 

 Answer with a few points.(2) 

 Answer with a few points and many mistakes.(1) 

 Irrelevant answer no mark  

 

 

52-54 Write an essay in about 250 words on anyone of the following 1X10=10 

 Content- (60%) Language, style and organization(40%) 

 Exceptionally good essay.(9) 

 Good essay without mistakes.(8) 

 Good essay with a few mistakes.(7) 

 Answer with relevant points with a few mistakes(6) 

 Answer with some points with mistakes.(5) 

 Answer with a few points with many mistakes.(4) 

 Answer with many mistakes.(3)   

 Irrelevant answer no mark  

 

Section –E POETRY 

V A Read the following five sets of Poetic lines and answer the questions given below for each of 

them.                                                                                                                                          6X1=6 

55) The spider 

56) the poet /D.H Lawrence 

57) Sad songs 

58) Friends and family members/ close relatives 

59) The enemy soldier 

60) The English words drive away the ignorance of mankind 

B Read the following three sets of lines and answer the questions given below each set of lines 

61)S.T. Coleridge’s “The Rime of Ancient Mariner”3X1=3 

62) simile 

63) Waneless, winterless 
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C.Explain any two of the following sets of lines with reference to the context: 2X3=6 

Name of the poem-1 

Name of the poet- 1 

Explanation-1 

64) Title -English Words    Poet – V.K.Gokak 

65) Title -  A Psalm of Life  Poet – H.W Longfellow 

66) Title -   The  Man He Killed  Poet- Thomas Hardy 

67-69 Answer any one of the following questions in a paragraph of about 100 words.      1X5=5 

 

 Content- (60%) Language, style and organization(40%) 

 Exceptionally good paragraph(5) 

 Correct answer with all points with no mistakes.(4) 

 Correct answer with a few mistakes.(3) 

 Answer with a few points.(2) 

 Answer with a few points and many mistakes.(1) 

 Irrelevant answer no mark  
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